
A Short Work on the Operation
of the Easiest Instrument

Having to Do with the planetsx

ïhls title, in Arabic and written in a handdifferent frorn that of the rest of the nanuscript,
need not be regarded as the original title of the'work.
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I TO THE PRA]SE OF CiOD

? Thanks and fpraise]l and incomparable glory
is the due of the

ll Powerr[the Creator]2 wno has inlaid the layers
of the heavens with

4 gllstening pearls, rÀ,ith shooting Istars]3, and
glittêring jewels,

5 the planets and the fixed (stars). ïhe Sage
who,

ó impelled by His complete fwisdom]4, wrought
the bringing into existence of the inferior
(pI anets )

7 together with the situations of the superior
(planets); thê (At)mighty, who by the hand of

I power and destiny moulded how many shining
bodies.

9 nVerily his are the creation and the conrnandi
blessed be

l0 God, the best of Creatorsn5, and benediction
and praises and

lf the gift of salutation upon the pole of the
Heaven of prophecy and the Circlet of the

1. Wormeaten, read U-V2. n , t, è9,,3."r"+'À
4.",,,,>Je
5. Qurrán, 7:52 (ed. of Flugel).
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I Sky of Glory, Muhamrnad the Chosen (One) and

upon his descendants and his companions,
2 who are the beneficent (planets) in the sky

of leadership and the sphere of the stars of
imitation. However,

3 let it not remain covered that the most hono-
rable branch of the branches of the sciencè
of mathematics

4 is astronoÍÍry, which supplies the human soul
with the acquiring of

5 that honor (i.e. astrononry'), knowledge of the
arnount of the planetary motions in longitude
and latitude,

6 and the modes of their conditions, and the
stations of each one

7 in the zodiacal signs, and the (planetary)
sectors, and the knowlêdge of the times of
prayer,

B and the direction of Mecca, and the other
cities, and the distances of the bodies of
ea ch

9 of the planets from the earth, and the dist-
ance between cities.

IO But the attaining of aII these objectives is
irnpossible except by (means of) an astrono-
mical handboot (a zIi),

lI and the knowledge of it is dependent upon
computations: on subtraction, and

12 halving, and addition, and doubling, and
multiplication, and division, and

I3 operations with various (astronomical) equa-
tions, and its difficulty is apparent
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I and known and clear and manifest, and so the

meticulous master, the investigator, the
2 scrutinizing author, the completer of the

primary sciences and the solver of difficult
questions,

3 the pride of the savants of the world, our
nost rnighty master, our master Ghiy;th

4 aI-MiIIah wtal-Dln (the Refuge of the Congre-
gation and of the Faith) Janshíd, nay God
cool his resting-place, invented an instruÍnent

5 and called it the Plate of Heavens, and
prepared a treatise describing its

6 construction and operation, such that with
this inetrument the problems conmonly solved
with a

7 Zij may be solved by the easiest methods and
in the shortest time,

8 and it does not require much multiplication
and division and computation.

9 And up to this our time, no single one of the
scholars,

l0 notwithstanding al.t the effort toward the
carrylng forward of learned and excellent
illustrious deeds,

1I they were deficient. The veil-curtain frorn
before

12 the face of that virgin maiden they did not
raise, and from behind the curtain of

13 existence to the world she was not made
manifest. But this destitute one, by grace of
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I the ineffable will and bounty of the daily-

increasing government of the
2 Ruler of the World, the Issuer of Commands of

the Ages, the Sultán
3 of the Heavenly Th"one, the Sun of Conscience,

the Star of the Jupiter-appearing Army,
4 the Shadow of God on both V,Iorlds, the Champion

on Sea and Land,
5 the Subduer of the Infidels and ïdolaters. A

Coupl et:
6 The symbol of (what is) supported by

Right (i.ê., God), the aspect of peace
and security,

7 (He is) the very letter of the book of
victory, the Mahdí and the Last of (this)
Age,

8 the Sultán, son of Sultán Abi al-Fath, Sultàn
Bayazi_d,

9 son of Suttán Muhammad Khán, may God perpe-
tuate his áoninián and his kingdom, and nay

IO his beneficence and his goodness endure upon
both worlds, (the author) constructed this
instrument,

11 and operated (with it to find) the true longi-
tudes of the planets, and their latitudes, and
Iunar

12 and solar eclipses. (ïhe results) agreed with
(those obtained by use of) a zlj.

13 And of whatever has been done at present (i.e.,
this work itself) having been
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1 written on a few sheets, it is presented to

the mighty and glorious (one), the Subline
Porte.

2 And if acceptance be possible it (would be)
the extreme of

3 that which is hoped for, thê utmost of that
which is requested. It is requested that if
information of a slip

4 or a mistake is found (it) le corrected with
the musk-dripping pen and the reed (pen which
is) the pearl-portrayer.

5 And the arrangement of this disquisition came
to be worthy of two

6 treatises. (Contents of) fuf FIRST ïRËATISE:
7 0n the Construction of the plate of Heavens,

containing five chapters and a conclusion.
B Ctrapter One, On the Construction of the Disk

and the Ring.
9 Chapter ïwo, On the Drawing of the Apogees, and

the Centers,
10 and the Deferents, and the Opposite point, and

the Equant. Chapter
11 Three, 0n the Drawi_ng of the Equating Dianeter,

and the Latitude-point, and their Lines.

Vlc \e
tÊ
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I The Table of Mean (Motions), and so on. Con_

clusion, 0n
2 the Construction of the plate of Conjunctlons.

(contents or) rHe sEmND TREÁTrSE:
3 On the Operatlon of this Instrument, contained

in fifteen chapters: Chapter
4 Oner On the Arrangement of the fnstrument.

Chapter Two, On the Extraction
5 of the Mean (tvtotions) of the planets. Chapter

Three, On the Extraction of
6 the True Longitude of the Sun. Chapter Four,

On the Extraction of
7 the True Longitude of the Moon. Chapter Five,

On the Extraction of
8 the Truê Longitudes of the planets. Ctrapter

Six, On

9 the Determination of Equations. Chapter
Seven, 0n

tO the Determination of planetary Latitudes.
Chapter Eight, On

ll the Determination of the Distances of the
Planets from the Center of the Universe. Chap_
ter Nine, On

12 the Determination of Retrogradations and Sta_
tions. Chapter Ten

13 On the Determination of Apogee and Epicyclic
Sectors. Chapter

29
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I Eleven, 0n the Determination of Lunar Eclip-

ses. Chapter Twelve,
2 0n the Determination of Solar EcIlpses. Chap-

ter Thirteen, On the Determination of
3 the Mean of Transfer. Chapter Fourteen, 0n

the Determination of the
4 True [from]*tne Apparent Attitude, and the

Determination of the Apparent Altitude
5 from the True, and Parallax ln the Altitude

CircIe. Chapter
6 Fifteen, On the Deternination of the Equation

of Time. Conclusion,
7 On the Operation of the Plate of Conjunctions.

THE FIRST TREAïISE
B On the Construction of the Instrument Called

the Plate of Fleavens, containing five
9 chapters and a conclusion. CHAPTER ONE. On

the Construction of the Disk
I0 and the Ring. If it is desired to make this

instrument, make a disk,
lI truly circular, of coppêr, ol brass,
12 or yellow copper, or hard wood, like the plate

of an astrolabe,
13 the bigger the better. ïts diameter should be

at least one

For _21 read 7l .
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1 cubit, and if it be two or three cubits,
2 operating with it will be more accurate. And

mount around it a ring, Iike the raised ring
(around the plate) of an

3 astrolabe, in such fashion that the plate
nove in it and not become separated,

4 and the surface of the ring and the surface
of the plate should form a single plane sur_
face 1

5 ana in such fashion that from the circunference
of the plate a nanow tongue

6 be extended. And in all the concavity of the
ring let a hollow be cut out so that the
tongue

7 fit into it. The flatness of this shoutd be
tested with ruler and plumbline,

8 as is known to the craftsman. Then, around
the center of the disk,

9 draw flve circles on the ring, and divide thefirst circle into twelve
10 parts, so that the fivefold circles are divi_

ded by then,
tl and between the first and the second wlite

the names of the (zodiacal) sigÍts,
12 and consider the succession from the left,

since it has itself been
13 assumed around the center of the disk. The

second is divided into seventy_

33
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I two parts, the number of five(_degree intervals

around the circJ.e). Between the second
2 and the third place numerals. And the third

(circle), divide it into three hundred and
sixty, the number of

3 the degrees of the zodiac, and the fourth into
fracti ons

4 of degrees to the amount possible, and join
I ines

5 between the fourth and the fifth for the frac_
tions, and the l{nes of each

6 of the inner parts, extend (ttrem) to the inner_
most circle.

7 If the lines of the five parts be made of
different color(s )

B for ease of operation it will be better. Then
on the fifth circle, which

9 is divided into fractions, opposite each divi_
sion, have a careful hole

IO so that the drill pass through the ring. And
the tongue of the disk also

Il should be pierced opposite it, and a1l the
holes must be alonq

12 the circumference of one circle. xThenx make
xa very thinx peg so that whichever of those

13 holes it may pass through, the ring will be
fixed on the disk,

x Marginal comection.
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I and this ring shalt stand in the place of the

zodiac. CIIAPïER
2 ïWO. On the Drawing of the Apogees, and Centers,

and Deferents, and the
3 Opposite point, and the Equant. On the circum_

ference of the plate, however it rnay befal.l,4 assurne a point, and call it the sunrs apogee.
Then, from this

5 point, to the amount between the sunrs apogee
and the apogee of each planet, having taken
(l t;

6 in (the direction of the) succession of the
signs, place marks.

7

I
9

IO Then, between each mark and the center, join
a straight line

11 such that, after the conpletion of the instru_
ment, erasure be possible. And from the center
of

12 the plate, in the direction of the apogee of
each planet except for the sun, and for the
sun
in the direction of its
moon in the direction of
sions,

13 perigee, and for the
the beginning of divi_

Angles) Between@

25 29;16o rs r6;5o iIstg;I50 4s 2i40o
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I to the amount between the two centers, fay (it)

off, and place a mark on it that
2 its trace shall remain. And that mark shall be

the deferent center of that
3 planêt, according to the particulars recorded

herewith. And these

Distancês of the deferent(in units) such that hatf
sixtv.

centers of the planets
the plate diameter is

o a. t2 4 dl I ï
t.^ o 1O;19 2i58 a.aa 4;33 4i52

7 (units) are of such an amount t.hat half the plate
diarneter shalI be sixty degrees.

B Then, each one of these marks having been made
a center, for each one

9 of the noon, and Saturn, and Jupiter, and Mars,
and Venus, with this distance (i.e., radius)
draw a circle,

IO and these circles are the deferent heavens of
these

Halves of the à
that half the plate diameter is sixtv-
c, h 4 d I

49i4I 55; 28 451'27 58;58

I1

I2

l3
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I planets, and there is no need for drawing the

eccentric heaven of the sun,
2 since the circumference of the plate is ficti_

ciousty assumed (to le) the heaven of the sun,
3 and the rnarked center (of the plate) is called

the fictlcious (deferent) center of the sun.
And that

4 cênter which has been drawn for Mercury, let
it be Mercuryrs turning center.

5 Then, fron the turning center extend a Iine
intersect ing

6 the line of apsides perpendicularly, and from
this center to both sides, right

7 and left of the line of apsides, to an anount
518, make two marks,

8 and, having made each one of these two narks
a center, with distance (i.e., radius)

9 5I;23 draw two arcs so that an elliptical_
shaped figure results,

10 of which half its larger diameter is 51;B and
half its

1l shorter diameter is 46115, and this is the
orbit of Mercuryts epicycle center,

L2 and we cafl (it) Mercuryrs deferent. And each
13 of the planetts deferents must be drawn Ín a

different color, so that at the time of opera_
ti on
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1 no nistake be made. Then, from the deferent

center of each of the superior (planets), and
Venus

2 on the side of its apogee, and for the noon from
the center of the plate on the opposite side
from

3 the beginning of divisions, i.e. on the side
of Libra, to the anount of the distance of the
center of that

4 planet from the plate center, Iay (tnis dist_
ance) off, and put a mark on it

5 that its trace remain. And for Mercury, on the
hatf(-distance) between the center of

6 the plate and the turning center nake a rnark,
and these marks,

7 except for the moon, are the equant centers,
and for the moon it is called the opposite
point.

B CÍ{APTER THREE. On drawing the Equating Dia_
neter, and the Latitude point(s),

9 and the Latitude Lines, and the Beginning of
the Sectors, and the picture of the plate,

IO and the Deferents, and Marks, and Circles,
and Lines. On the plate draw a diameter

11 which passes through the beginning of the dlvi_
sions and the circumference, and we call it
the equating diameter.

L2 ïhen, on the equating diarneter, near the first(point) of
13 Llbra, we make eight rnarks such that the tracesof the marks
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i rernain, two for Saturn, and two for Jupiter,
I and two for Mars, one for Venus, and one for

Mercury.
I And the distance of each mark from the center

of the plate is detailed herewith:

lt

if, for
each of the superior (planets) also one is content
with
hatving (the sum of) the two distances the objec_
tive will not be marred. Then,
with the center of the plate (as center) draw a
semicircl"e on one side of the equating diameter,
if on the side of the southern signs (it is)
better, such that
half its diameter be equal to the sine of nine
degrees of the concavity
of the ring. After that, place a ruler upon
pairs of

"*so .-oV r'o\ -.\3'-,ca "s* ^+"
o.oo-*as .oao"
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e 4 d I p
r3;55 50; t 57 146 53;9 50;o 40;54 58;58 46;o
and these marks we call latitude point(s), and
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1 points equidistant from the equating diameter,
2 and draw line(s) inside the semicircte x(up)

to the semicircle* in parallel lines
3 which are parallel to the equating diameter

(and such that the inside) be filled. And
undoubtedly the distances

4 between the lines will be in the ratio of the
sines of the parts from one

5 to nine. Then on the circunference of the
semi-circle, write the numbers of the succes_
sive lines

6 from both sides, and in the saÍne fashion draw
also the lines of the minutes

Z (to the amount) possible, and these lines we
call latitude lines.

8 And in the same manner, draw a semicircle about
the center of the plate

9 which shall be tangent to the five-degree line
of the Iatitude lines.

10 Vrle call this the moonrs Latitude circle. And
if the plate is large

1l- the lines rnay have been drawn minute-by-minute
or (every) two minutes.

L2 Draw two more circles, one tangent to the ten*
minute line,

13 and we calt it the circle of Venust first
Iatitude; and the other

Marginal addition.
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I tangent to the forty-five ninute line, and we

à(call it
the latitude circle of Mercury. Then, on the
deferent of
each planet make four marks, two
on the apogee and perigee, and two on the two
beginnlngs of the second and fourth sectors
reckoned according to distance, as is known
(for each particular planet).
And the amount of the distance of these two
beginnlngs
is taken from a table of the (fháqáni) Zïj, and
we have brought (out) a table such that
the sectors, computed according to distance and
motion, any
which is wantêd,
and that table

.'
The word l7l is repeated in the text.

9

IO
tr

take it frorn that table,

is this:

49
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The Picture of the Ring and plate and
Deferents and Marks and Lines is this.r

f.1Ir
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1 CIIAPTER FOUR. On the Construction of the Ali*

dade and
2 Ruler. Make two rulers, of copper, or brass,
3 or wood, one like the alidade of an astrolabe,

such that (it) shatt be
4 one (straight-)edge, and its length nust be

in excess
5 of the diameter of the plate and shorter than

the convex diameter (i.e., outer diameter) of
the ring.

6 And its edge, from the center to the amount of
half the dianeter of the

7 plate, from both sides divide it into sixty
parts, like the aLidade of a

8 sine astrolabe, and the numbers of its divi_
sions are wrj-tten proceeding in opposite

9 directions from the center, and the
lO place where the pivot passes (through it) must

be (on a projecting) semicircle,
1I and in making that (semicircular) projection

as small as possible, care should be exercised
that the center

12 not be hidden in its slope. And the other
(ruter) is also

13 (rnaOe) tire same size, and with the sarne divi_
sions, but in place of the projection on the
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first ruler nake a (semi)circular depression
in it such that the projection on the first,
when needed, may enter it, and both rulers
become

as one ruler. And the numbers of the second

ruler
are to be written from one side to the othert
outward and in opposite directlons. And we

call the first ruler the alidadet
and the second ruler we call the ruler. Then,
on one of the two sides of the alidade make

six marks
for the six planets other than the sun, and

we call these the
difference rnarks, and the distances of the
marks from the center of the Plate
for each planet are detailed herewitht

G@

ro Áo)'
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rl-

Distances of the difference marks in 60ths of
half the olate diameterl

c 1? 4 d, I ë
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I And if on the plate, around the plate center,

six circles are drawn

2 with these distances (as radii) for difference(s),
it is permissibler and those circles

3 are called difference circles. And from one

of the two heads of the second ruler,
4 i.e., from beyond its head, not from the begin-

ning of divisions,
5 to a distance of sixty-three divisions of the

divisions of the ruler,
6 Iaid off with a compass, wherever it reaches,

on its edge make a mark,
7 and that is called the lunar eclipse mark. And

at a distance of thirty-three
8 divisions make another mark, and it is called

the solar eclipse nark.
9 And at a distance of twenty-nine rnake another

mark
10 for the duration (gg first totality) of the

lunar eclipse, and on the face of the ruler,
Il between the limits of the twenty-ninth divi-

sion to the sixty-third division,
12 divide in length (the segment thus determined)

in twelve (parts) for the deternination of
t3 lunar eclipse digits. And from the beginning

of the divisions of the ruler, on the other
side,

qo
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I to the end of the thirty-third division divide

(it) into
2 twelve parts for the knowledge of the solar

eclipse digits, and write
3 the numbers of the digits of both, (beginning)

from the center,
4 And let the two rulers oe joined with a thin

chain
5 such that the length of the chain be nearly

the length of half the diameter.
6 And the placing of two sights on the alidade

may be used for taking the altitude.
7 And if, in place of the rulerr a thin string

is used,
8 the desired result may be attained. CHAPTER

FIVE
9 On Drawing the Tables of Mean (Motions), etc.

0n the back of the plate
10 draw a table whose width is divided into ele-

ven parts,
lI one for the column of numbers, and five for
12 the rnean (rnotions) of the sun and rnoon and

superior planets, and the rernaining five for
the

13 solar apogee, and the lunar anomaly, and the
mean of the lunar nodes, and
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1 the compound anomaly of the two inferior planets;

and in length (it) is divided into fifty-eight
2 parts: three for the column headings, and ten

for
3 the motion of the mean (planets) in ten succes-

sive years of incornplete Yazdigerd yea.rs,
4 and nineteen on account of the tens and hundreds

and a

5 thousand, and thirteen for the twelve months
and

ó five (intercalary days), and twelve for singLe
(days) and tens of days, and one for the

7 hour. And tay out another table (to be) divided
8 into four parts, one row for the names of the
9 five planets, and one for the beginning of the

limits of the
1O retrograde stations, and another (for the)

ends of the boundaries of the
11 retrograde stations, and one more for the

differences between the two of them.
12 And we have brought forth this table in the

ninth chapter, on the determination of
13 retrogradations and stations, and if this

OJ
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I table is not drawn, and on the divisions of

the ring marks are put for
2 the beginning of the boundaries of the sta-

tions and their ends,
3 (it will be) better. And place another table
4 for the difference of the hours, and that will

be between the
5 true and apparent conjunction, and the lunar

parallax
6 in latitude according to the apparent conjunc-

tion at the
7 mean latitude(s) of the climates. And we,

having made (?) these tabtes in the Kháqání
LrJ t

8 wrote them (from it). But if these tables are
not

9 put on the instrument, and, when necessary,
are taken from this treatise,

10 it is permissible. And the table of difference
of the hours,

11 since it was bêing used in the science of
solar eclipses, we wrote it in the chapter
(on )

12 the science of solar eclipses. And the picture
of the table of

13 Ínêan Ínotions is this, but God knows better.
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(a talte of Mean Posltions
and Mean Motions)
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f,llt'
I IDNCLUSION, On the Construction of the plate

o{'Conjunctions. And

= (so) get its picture; a plate of hard wood, or
yellow copper,

I or brass, that its tength be one cubit and its
wldth more than

{ l.wo thirds of a cubit. And, to the extent
possible, attempt to make the surface of the
plate flat.

Ê And on the face of the plate draw a right
t. rl angle

Fi r,uch that each one of the two legs of the
I Lriangle be paralle1 to two sides of the plate

Iospectively, at a proper dlstance.
F llren the longer leg of the triangle, which is

l,lrc base
E oÍ the triangle, divide into twenty-four parts

Írln
It, llre hours, and each part is divided into sixty

(lrarts) or to the amount
li wlrich it can be (aiviOeA), taking into account

llrr: smallness or largeness of the plate.
lg Arrrl the xshorterx leg, having been divided

irrt.o sixteen parts, each part is divided into
o lxty,

li rrr to the extent to which it can be dÍvided.
Antl if the divisions of the (planetary) paths

M,rrginal correction.ir
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I be equal to the divisions of the hours, in

I argenes s

2 and smallness (of divisions), it will be
better; adornment is unnecessary. Then,

3 from each of the divisions of the two sides,
extend lines

4 parallel to the other side untiJ- they join the
Iine(s)

5 which have been extended from the divisions
of that other side parallel to this (first)
side.

6 And (for) distinguishing between the Iines
extended

7 from the divisions of hours and parts of
(planetary) paths, and the lines

I extending from the ninutes, make each in
different colors.

9 And in the same fashion, the fifths of parts
and rninutes

lO also distinguish them by a color differing
from those (others), that operation (with it)

tI be facilitated. And outside the longer side
of the triangle

L2 rnake a trough frorn one side of the plate to
the other, that its width be to the amount of
a

f3 digit and its depth be to a proper amount,
and

7T
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f.l6r
I make the inside of the trough bigger than (it

is) beside the base of the triangle.
2 And beside that trough, make another trough

such that its width and depth
3 be equal to (those of) the first trough, and

its length
4 (as compared to) the timit of that right xangle*

of the triangle should be three fourths the
base of the triangle, and the inside

5 of this trough is made bigger than the (width)
alongside the margin of the plate.

ó And if this trough is joined with the first
trough, perhaps (it wilf be satisfactory).
Then

7 make three rulers, of wood or brass,
I that the thickness of each one to be the amount

of the width of the trough, and the length of
9 one of these rulers be to the arnount of a third

of the base of the triangle.
I0 And we call this the next-day ruler, and let

the lenqth of each
l,l of these other two be to the amount of two

thirds of the base of the triangle.
12 One of these we call the day ruler, and the

other
t3 the night ruler. Then put the night ruler

Marqinal addition.
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f. l6v
I in the second trough, and the next-day and

day rulers
2 put in the first trough in such fashion that

the
3 next-day ruler be frorn the side of the right

angle. And these
4 rulers nust be able to move (i.e. slide) in

these troughs, but should not be (capabte of
beinq) raised above the surface of the

5 plate, but the visible surfaces of the rulers
ó should be like a single plane surface.
7 And divide the face(s) of the ruler(s) into

the divisions of the base of the triangle and
B its minutes. So the next-day ruler (will be

divided) into eight
9 parts, and those other two (into) sixteen, and
IO write the signs of the nunbers of each ruler

from the side of the
1l acute angJ.e along the base of the triangle.
12 And between the trough and the perimeter of

the plate, write the numbers of the hours
13 and of the fives of minutes of the base of

the triangle
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1 from the side of the acute angle to the
2 right angLe. And write the numbers of the

divisions of (planetary) paths, and
3 the fives of their minutes from the right angle
4 from beginning to end. And at the extremity

of
5 the acute angle, which is from (where) the

beginning of the numbers of the hours,
6 has been made, drill a ninute hole.
7 And make a thread to pass through that hole,

(in length)
B to the arnount of the hypotenuse of the right

triangle. 0r, on the face of the pJ.ate emplace
an

9 edged ruler, to the amount of the (above-)
mentioned hypotenuse, and fasten it to an axis

10 on the (above-)mentioned drill(-hole) such
that that

11 ruler move about that axis. And we
L2 call this ruler the turning ruler.
13 And the picture of the plate is thisr
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THE SEOOND TREATISE:
0n the Operation of the Plate of Heavêns,
Containing Fifteen Chapters and a Conclusion.
CTIAPTER ONE:

0n the Arrangement of the Instrunent. The apogee
of the sun, which had been put on the pJ-ate,
put opposite the apogee of the sun on the divi-
glons of the ring,
1.e. put it on the position of the sun which has
been obtained from the table.
And stick the peg into one of the holes, and
when a tirne
passes, so that the apogee should have moved
from its position,
the peg having been withdrawn, give (the plate)
that rnotion,
CHAPTER TWO: On the Extraction of the Mean
(Positions ) .
lïhenever it is desired to extract the mean
(positions) of the planets at that (i.e. at
luch and such a) time,
dctermine that time from the persian calendar.
tf tt is in the explicit years (of the table),
take exactly what is written opposite that year
for each planet.
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I But if it be before or after, take opposite a

year (such) that
2 between it xand the desired year* there be to

the amount of one of (ttre tabulated) surn(s)
of complete years.

3 And that which is opposite that incomplete
year to that which

4 has been taken opposite that complete year,
add if the desired year

5 is after the incomplete years (tabulated).
0therwise that which was obtained opposite the

6 complete years, and that which was obtained
opposite the incomplete years, subtract
(ttrem).

? Then, that whlch is found opposite the desired
nonth and day from the table of

B nonths and days, add to the result (obtained
for) the first of the year

9 so that the nean (position) in the desired
year and month and day result, for

I0 noon at the longitude of Constantinople, may
she preserve ín safekeeping

ll her Iord from calanities and affliction, and
that is 6O;0o.

L2 And if (it) is desired at a longitude other
than 6Oo, (the aÍnount) between the two longi-
tudes

13 having been made (into) hours and minutes,
whatever it becone, the result of

Marginal addition.
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I the motion (for) one hour, which we have put

in the tab1e, multiply by that (nurnber of)
2 hours and minutes, and increase by the product
3 the result of the mean (motion) for the noon

of (lonsitude) 6o
4 if the desired longitude is less, and decrease

(tt) ir (it) is 'nore.5 And in the sane manner, ff (it) is wanted at
' a time other than noon,

6 the hours and minutes passed beyond noon,
7 or those remaining until noon, multiply by

the notion of the mean
I in one hour, and the result is added to the
9 (above-)mentioned result 1f (it) is after

noon, and decrease (it)
IO if it is before noon, the result wiII be the
ll desired mean at the desired time. And the

mean of the
12 sun is exactly the mean of the two inferior

(pfanets), and this is equal to
13 the mean anonaly of each of the superior

(planets), i.e., it is

85
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I equal to their compound anomaly. And since

the sunrs rnean

2 is exactLy the mean of the inferior (planets),
we have not put their mean (longitudes) in the
table,

3 and in place of it we have written their
compound anomalies.

4 CF{APTER ïHREE. On the Determination of the
True Longitude of the

5 Sun, and Its Equation, and ïts Distance from
the Center of the Universe. According to
(the sun's)

6 mean (longitude) put a mark on the divisions
of the ring, and this we call the mark of the

7 mean. Then, nake the edge of the ruler to
pass a).ongside the mark of the

B mean and the fictitious center so that the
beginning of divisions of the

9 ruler fall on the mark of the nean. Rna (then)
the edge of the alidade

10 is made parallel to the ruler, i.e., the two
arcs which are formed

lI between the two rulers having been made equal.
12 And at the position of the alidade at the

divisions of the ring, near the mark of the
13 nean at the divisions of the ring, a rnark is

placed and that we call the true position.
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I Fron the first (point) of Aries to the true

position will be the true longitude, and (the
angular distance) between the mark of the

2 mean and the true position is the equation.
And between the ficticious center

3 and the mark of the mean, (rneasured) in divi-
sions of the ruler is the sunrs distance

4 from the center of the universe, in such
divisions that half the external (i.e.,
deferent) diameter is sixty,

5 but God knows better. CHAPTER FOUR

6 On the Determination of the True Longitude
of the Moon. If the sunrs mean is taken
from the moonrs mean

7 a distance remains (the rnean elongation), and
if the distance is doubled the center (of the
deferent) of the

B moon becornes known, and this is called the
doubled distance (the double elongation).
Then having put the pointer

9 according to the moonts center on the divi-
sions of the ring,

t0 at the place of intersection of the edge of
the alidade with the noonts deferent, make a

mark -

IL Let this be the mark of the moonrs (epicycle)
center. Then put the edge of the ruler

12 along the opposite point and the mark of the
center,

13 and make the alidade parallel the ruler, and
at the pJ.ace where the pointer of the alidade
has fallen
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I make a mark at the divisions of the ring. And

this is the beginning of the motion of the
2 anomaly. And after this move the alidade

contrary to the succession (of the zodiacal
signs )

3 to the amount of the lunar anomaly, i.e., the
anomaly

4 however many signs and degrees and ninutes it
be, fron this beginning, count off that many

5 signs and degrees. Wherever it ends, at the
mark of the

6 difference, make a mark. And nake sure it is
opposlte the direction of the

7 end of the anomalistic motion, and let this be
the difference mark of the

B moon. And after this, the edge of the ruler
is placed along both the rnark of the

9 center and the difference, and nake the alidade
parallel (to the ruler).

IO At the position of the pointer of the alidade
near the rnark of the center make a nark

11 on the divisions of the ring, and this we call
the true position. Then

12 the excess of the moonrs nean over the center
between the first (point) of Aries and the

13 true position, let (it) Ue increased. The true
longitude results, but God knows better.
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1 CIIAPTER FIVE. 0n the Deternination of the

True Longitude of the Five PIanets.
2 Place the pointer of the alidade according to

the mean (longitude) on the divisions of the
ring,

3 and, having made the edge of the ruler to pass
alongside the equant,

4 make it parallel the alidade. Then, at the
place of intersection of the edge of the

5 ruler with the deferent of each planet make a

mark. This shall be the
6 center mark of that planet. Then put the

pointer of the head of the alidade
7 at the mean of the sun in the case of each

one of the
I superior planets, and at the difference mark

of each make a nark
9 on the plate. This will be the longitudinal

difference nark of
10 that planet, and rnake sure that the difference

mark (in the case) of a

tl superior (planet) is always along a line
which joins

12 the center to the opposite (i.e., the supple-
ment) of the sunrs mean (longitude). But as

for the inferior (ptanets), the pointer of the
13 alidade is put along the compound anomaly of

each one, and at the nark of the
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I difference put a rnark on the plate. And this

is the nark of the
2 difference of that planet, and thj.s also will

befall- in a direction
3 opposite to that of the compound anonaly. And

after that, nake the edge of the
4 ruler pass along the mark(s) of the center and

the difference of each planet,
5 xand put the edge of the alidade parallel to the

ruler.t( At the pósition of the pointer of the
alidade whlch is near the mark of the

6 center a mark is put, and that will be the
true position, and frosr the first (point) of

7 Arles to the true position wilL be the true
Iongitude of that planet,

B but God knows better. CHAPTER SIX. On the
Determination of Equations, and the Deternina-
tion

9 of the Center, and the Adjusted Anomaly. Although
for the extraction of the true Iongitudes with
this

lO instrument we do not need these equations,
nevertheless if we want

I1 to know (tfrem), according to the mean of each
planet, a mark is put on the ring,

L2 and, having put the edge of the alidade along-
side the mark of the (epicycle) center, at the

13 pointer of the alidade near the mean (i.e., on
the saÍnê side as the mean), make another mark.
On the ring,

Marginal correction.
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L between the two marks (neasured) in the divi-
sions of the ring will be the equation of the
sun and the

2 first equation of the planet(s). And the first
equation of the moon will be to the arnount
between

3 the second mark and the mark of the beginning
of the anomalistic motion.

4 And the second equation of a planet will be to
the arnount between the second mark and the

5 true position of that planet. And the place
of the second rnark, Iet it be the

6 adjusted mean of the sun and any one of the
pl anets .

7 And if the (Iongitude of the) apogee of each
pJ.anet be subtracted fron its adjusted mean,

B the adjusted center of that pJ.anet will remain.
And if the

9 adjusted rnean of each of the superior (planets)
be subtracted from the sunrs rnean, and the

lO adjusted mean of each of the inferior (planets)
frorn its compound anomaly,

1l the adjusted anomaly of that planet remains,
but God knows better.

12 CHAPTER SEVEN. On the Determination of the
Latitudes of the Six planets.

f3 In the case of the moon, increase the mean of
the nodes by the true Iongitude of the moon;
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the argument of the (lunar) latitude wiII result.
ïhen the pointer of the alidade is put according
to
the argument of the latitude, or corresponding
to the argument of the latitude on the divisions
of the ring.
And observe that the point of intersection of
the edge of the alldade with the circle of
Iatitude of the noon, on how many llnes 1t has
fallen, of the lati.tude lines.
That will be the amount of the latitude. ïhen
the argument of the latitude, if it 1s less
than six
signs, its latitude will be northern; and if
it is more than six
signs its latitude wiII be southern. As for
the latitude of the superior (planets)
and the second latitude of the inferior planets,
increase by the adjusted center of each one of
the
superior planets between the apogee and the
ascendlng node of that planet,

Between the apogee of a superior(olanet) and its ascendino nodc:

ï 4 d
14O;O 7o;o 95;o

and the result we call the center of latitude.
And with the inferior planets, with the
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I adjusted center we finish the operation. Then

the pointer of the alidade is put according to
2 the adjusted anomary (neasured) in the divi-

sions of the ring. And on the plate by the
mark of the

3 difference a mark is made, and this we call
the first mark.

4 Then let the alidade be erected perpendicular
to the equating diameter, and, the edge of the

5 ruler having been put beside the first mark,
make it paralle1 the alidade.

6 And at the intersection of the edge of the
ruler and the equating diameter let

7 another mark be made, and this we call the
second mark. Then the edge of the alidade

B is turned so that it coincides with the equat-
ing diameter, and the second mark

9 is transferred to the alidade. And the alidade
is turned by the amount of the maximum inclina-
tion of the (epicyc)-ic) diarneter

l0 passing (through) the epicycli.c apogee and
perigee of each planet, (rneasured) fron the
beginning of divisions.
Maximum incli.nati"on

passing (throuqh)
and

of the (epicyclic) diameter
the (epicyclic) apogee
oeri oee

n + 6 I r
4;3Oo a.2no 2; Llo (-)z;so" 6;l50

I1

I2
1a
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I Then, on the plater at the place of the second

mark, which had been made on the edge of the
al idade t

2 a mark is made, and that we call the third
mark. Then,

3 for the superior (planets), the pointer of the
al.idade is put according to the maximum incli-
nation

4 of the inclining (deferent plane) from the
pareclipticr and, the edge of the ruler having
been placed along the

Maxirnum inclination of the inclining
olanets from the parecli"ptic.

of the

12 4 6 I E G

2i3Oo I ;3Oo l roo O;1Oo O;45o

B third mark, it is made parallel to the alidade.
And on the plate, fron

9 the third nark on the place of the edge of
the ruler to an amount (feing) ttte

lO difference mark of that planet in the direc-
tion of the beginning of divisions in proper
style

lI a line is drawn. And this line we call the
line of inclination. And for the inferior
(planets )

12 the edge of the ruler having been put along
the third mark, the ruler is made to

13 parallel the equating diameter, and from the
third mark
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I on the plate, in the direction of the beginning

of divisions, to the amount of the difference
mark of that

2 planet, the line of inclination is drawn. Then,
on the equating diameter near

3 the point of latitude a mark is nade such that
its distance from the second mark shall be

4 to the amount of the distance of the third mark
from the far latitude point

5 if the center of latitude is less than six
signs, and otherwise from the near

6 latitude point with the assistance of the divi-
sions of the ruler or compass,

7 and this mark we call the substitute for the
point of Latitude. And on the line of inclina-
tion

B we seek a point such that the distance between
that point and the substitute for the point of

9 latitude shall be equal to the distance between
the substitute for the point of tatitude Iana]*
the

LO first mark, with the help of a compass or ruler,
and we call this the

1l desired point. After that, the edge of the
ruler having been put along the

12 desired point and the substj-tute for the point
of latitude, hold it (tfrere), and let the ali-
dade be nade

13 parallel to the ruler. And, the alidade being
parallel to the ruler,

lnsert ,2 here.
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I thereupon observe along (to) the pointer of the

alidade (to see) on which division it
2 has fallen of the divisions of the ring, and

its distance from the direction of the equating
diameter

3 is how much. This will be the maximun [incli-
nationlof the part of the planet

4 from the epicycle from the inclined surface,
(i.e. deferent plane) in the inferior (planets);
and in the superior (planets), those

5 parts of the extremity of the inclination of
the deferent, let (them) be decreased from the
parecl iptic

6 if the adjusted anomaly is less than a quadrant
or more than three quadrants,

7 and otherwise (it) ls (to ue) increased until
the maxirnum inclination of the part of the
pl anet

B from the epicycle from the plane of the signs
(i.e., the ecliptic) results. Then, the alidade
having been erected

9 perpendicular to the equating dianeter, along
the edge of the alidade, at the place of

lO intersection of the alidade edge with (that)
line of the latitude lines which is

II equal to the maximurn inclination of the part
of the planet from the epicycle

12 to the surface which is inclined with (respect
to that of the) signs, let a mark be made
(tfrere). And we call this the mark of

13 latitude. And after that, the pointer of the
alidade having been placed
*nead 

,!- for ,)).
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I according to the center of latitude on the

divisions of the ring, note
2 that the Iatitude has fallen on which line of
3 the lines of latitude; this will be the desired

Iatitude. Then, if the center of
4 lati-tude of the superior (planet) is less than

six signs its }atitude will be north,
5 and if (it) is more, (its latitude will) be

south. And if the adjusted center of the
6 inferior (planet) is Iess than six signs and

the adjusted anomaly less than
7 three signs or more than nine signsr or less

the adjusted center
8 more than six signs and the adjusted anomal.y

more than three signs
9 and less than nine signs, the second latitude

of Venus will be north,
lO and that of Mercury south; and otherwise that

of Venus south
11 and Mercury north. But (as for) the third

latitude of the inferior (planets), let the
12 second equation of the planet be known at the

greatest distance (i.e. at the apogee), if
the

13 adjusted center is less than three signs or
more thon nine signs,

lo9
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I and otherwise let the second equation of the

planet be deternined according to the apogee,
2 and take a third of a sixth of the equation

for Venus,
3 and for Mercury, rnultiply the equation by seven

Íninutes
4 if (it) is obtained on (the side of) the apogee,

otherwise multiply it by eight
5 minutes; the obliquity results. Then
6 seek the lines of latitude according to the

obliquity, and, the alidade
7 having been erected perpendicular to the equat-

ing line, note that the
B desired J-ine, that is, that line which is equal

to the obliquity,
9 on which division had (it) tatten of the divi-

sions of the edge
I0 of the ali.dade. On that division rnake a rnark.

Let this be the mark
1l of latitude. Then let ninety degrees be increased

by the adjusted center of each planet,
12 and the result we call the center of latitude.

Then let the
13 pointer of the alidade be placed along the center

of latitude, or opposite thê cênter of latitude

lrl
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place it, from the divisions of the ring, and
observe that the latitude mark
on which line of the latitude lines it has
fallen, (trris) wirr be the
third latitude of that planet. Then, if the
adjusted center of that planet is
less than three signs, or more than nine signs,
and the
adjusted anomaly more than six signs, the
third latitude of
Venus will be south and (that of) Mercury north,
and otherwise Venus wilL be north and
Mercury south. But (as for) the first latitude
of the inferior (planets), let the polnter of
the
alidade be put along the center of latitud.
or opposite the center of latitude,
fror,n the divisions of the ring, and observe
that the edge of the alidade
has intersected with the Iatitude circle of
that planet at which line of the lines of
latitude. On that li.ne let a rnark be rnade,
and, the alidade having been turned perpendi-
cular to the equating diameter, observe
the place of intersection of the edge of the
alidade with the marked line,
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and at that place on the edge of the alidade
make a mark.
Let this be the latltude mark. Then let the
polnter of the alidade be returned
along(side) the center of latitude, or along
the opposite to the center of latitude, the
mark
of latitude, on whichever line of the latitude
lines (tt) falls will be
the first latitude of that planet. The first
latitude of Venus is
always north, and Mercury south. Then, since
the
three latitudes of each planet have been found,
if all are in a similar direction, let them be
added, and otherwise,
Iike Iatitudes having been added, the difference
between the sum and the opposlng (tatituAe)
is obtained t(ti,"t) the adjusted latitude result,
and the direction of the true latitude is the
direction of the sum first and thê direction
of the difference
secondly, but God knows better. CIIAPTER EIGHT
0n the Determination of the Distances of the
Planets fron the Center of the Universe. Be
it known that the distance of the

tr5
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Ínark of the center of each planet from the
difference mark of
that planet is equal to the distance of the
center of the body of that planet
fron the center of the universe, and the distance
of the center mark of each planet frorn the center
of the
plate is (equaf) to the amount of the distance
of the epicycle center of that planet
from the center of the universe. And these
distances are determined in such dlvisions
that
half the plate diameter is sixty divisions from
the sides of the two rulers.
And the custon of those who are of this art has
thus become current,
that the evaluation of the distances of the
planets and the sun ís made wlth divisions
such that half the diameter(s) of their deferents
shall be sixty.
And the evaluation of the distances of the rnoori
are with divisions such that half the inctined
diameter
is sixty. Then, 1f it is desired that from
these
apparent divisions (the number of) those divl-
sions which (are used to) evaluate then
be known, multiply each of these (values in)
known divisions by a quantity

I17
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such that the ratio of this quantity to one

division of the divisions of the
diameter be the sane as the ratio of half the
plate dianeter to half the
diameter of the deferent heaven of that planet.
And we, having extracted this quantity for
each
planet, have put it ln a table, and that

table is thist

o c 1? 4 d ? I
I;o,o I;o,o l;9 r11 l;4 r55 LiL9 ,I2 Ly1,3 I;13 r56

And si.nce half the plate diarneter is (equal)
to the amount of half the dianeter of the
eccentric (orbit) of the sun, thus the plate
circumference is the
eccentric deferent of the sun, as was prescribed
in the First ïreatlse,
ana (:.t) is to the amount of half the diameter
of the inclined (orbit). The apparent distance,
ascertàined b)r means of the
two rulers, that same distance will be the
desired quantity, but God knows better.

rr9
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I CLIAPTER NINE. 0n the Deternination of Retro-

gradations
2 and Forward (Uotions) and Stations of the Pla-

nets and their Times.
3 For the determination of retrogradatlons, and

forward notionsr and stationst
4 extract the true longitude of the planet for

successive days. If
5 it (the true longitude) is increasing it (the

planet) will be (in) direct (notion), and if
it is decreasing it will be retrograde,

6 and if it is neither increasing nor decreasing
it will be stationary.

7 But, as for the deterrnination of direct and

retrograde stations,
B when the adjusted anomal-y reaches the linits

of the retrograde
9 and dlrect stations, which are placed in the

table, ascertain the
IO distance of the center of the epicycle from

the center of the universe, in the divisions
of the diameter of the plate.

lI And this is the distance of the mark of the
center fron the plate centert

12 and we call thls the preserved distance. After
that, the greatest distance and the

13 least distance of the epicycle center of that
pl-anet are deternined in divisions of the
dlameter

I2L
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I The method of determining that is thus: that

the alidade is turned
2 opposite until it passes through the apogee

and perigee. The distance of the
3 point of intersection of the alidade with the

deferent of that pJ-anet from the center of the
4 plate on the side of the apogee wlll be the

farthest distance, and on the side of the
perigee is the

5 nearest distance, except for Mercury, for
which the nearest distance

6 is not this, but it is a point of its deferent
(found by) divlding (its deferent) into three
parts (from the)

7 apogee. And the differences between the
farthest distance and the nearest distance
xis obtained. And the greatest and least
distancesx of the planets

B and the differences between the two in divi-
sions such that half the diarneter of the plate
shall be

9 sixty, we have put in a table that, when
nêeded,

10 it nay be taken fron there. And that table
is this:

Marginal correction.

t]
L2

L3

Distances h 4 d c U+
Farthest distance 55;o 58;o 50;o 60;o 56; o ro

C)

cNearest distance 49;4 40;54 57 i,56 45;6

Di f ference 5; 5( 5i4 9;6 214 lO;54L4
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I Then subtract the

farthest dlstance
(planets) and

2 Venus, and the nearest distance of Mercuryt
subtract it frorn the preserved distance.

3 And the renalnder multiply between the begin-
ning of the linits of the stations and their
ends -

4 And that is placed in the table. And the
5 product is to be divided by the difference

between the two distances, and the quotient,

increase by the beginning of the Iinits of the
retrograde stations,
so that the retrograde station result. And if
the retrograde station is subtracted from a

revolutionl
the direct station will remain. or (else)
the
quotient is subtracted frorn the ends of the
1inlts of the direct station

preserved distance from the
in (the case of) the superior

IO

11

t2

The PLanets h 4 d, I +
Beginning of the limits
of the retrograde sta-
tions and all the begin-
ning of the limits of
the direct (stations). 3'2?-,45 4"7'd 5t7,tí 5'ts;4í tz+;6
End of the ]inits of
the retrograde sta-
tions. 3'Lz;26 4sío;ll' :104r sutsíí 4'21J4

The difference between
the two. 2.44 5;í rhí 2;4t 2;45

I3

LZJ
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I so that the direct station result. ïhe
2 direct station is subtracted from a revolution;

the retrograde station will remain.
3 And the retrograde station is called the first

station; the direct station the
4 second station. So, whenever the adjusted

anomaly passes the station,
5 the planet wj-II become retrograde, and if it

passes the second station
ó it wiII become direct. And if it is in the

first station its stance will be
7 retrograde, and in the second station its stance

will be direct.
B But the two lurninaries (i.e. tne sun and the

moon) will never be (in) other than direct
(motion). However, if a ptanet is direct

9 and we want to know when it will become retro-
grade, the adjusted anomaly is subtracted

lO from the (value at) first station, and the
remainder is divided by the

1I diurnal notion of the anomaly. The quotient
will be such a tirne

12 that after that time the retrogradation will
occur. And if it is retrograde

13 and the time until it becomes direct is required,
the adjusted anomaly having been subtracted
from the (value at)
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I second station, perfonn the same operation,
but God knows better.

' CIIAPTER TEN. On the Knowledge of
I Apogee and EpicycLe Sectors. The sun and the

other planets in the
=l eccentric orbits have four sectors. The

beginning of the first sector is the apogee,
', and the beginning of the third sector is the

perigee. But (as for) the beginning of the
second sector

i, and the fourth (sector), if it is (reckoned)
on the basis of distance it will be there
where the distance(s) of the sun

/ or of the epicycle center fron the center of
the universe and from the eccentric center
are equal.

ri But if it is (reckoned) on the basis of move-
ment, it will be there where the sunrs movement
would

't not be speedy and not slow. And other than
the sun, of the planets,

lO in the epicycle there are also four sectors.
The beginning of the fi-rst and third

ll will be the apparent epicyclic apoqee and
perigee, and the beginning of the second and
fourth, according to

12. distance will be there where the distance of
the planet and the center of the epicycle from
the center of the universe

t3 are equal.. And according to movement (it)
wilI be there where the movement, according
to the cente.r,

l ro
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I is alone (i.e., the only one). And both of
these, because of the difference in distance
of the epicycle center from the center of the

'.' universe, differ. And we, having taken fron
tne (rciráqání) Zïj tit" beginnings of the apogee
sectors (reckoned) according to

I distance, in order that they be known, we made
on the deferent of every planet

4 sone marks. So the apogeê sectors can be
deternined by means of the marks.

', As for the epicyclic sectors, if on the plate
a rnark of the

í, center and of the longitudinal difference had
been made, the edge of the alidade

/ is put along the mark of the center, and look
along to the difference mark.

lJ If it is on the right of someone who is facing
the alidade under the condition that

'/ the mark of the center fall opposite the head
of that person, and hence

l0 if the distance of the center mark from the
-iÉLdltterencel nark is larger than the distance

of the
I I center mark from the center of the plate, the

planet must be in the first sector, and if it
is less,

l'.' it will be in the second. And if the mark of
Iongitudinal difference is on the

l.l left of that person, and the distance of the
center mark from the mark of the

The word -i)l"lr;l is lacking in the text.

l3l
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I difference is less than the distance of the

center mark fron the center of the plate, it
will be

2 in the third sector, and if it is more lt will
be in the fourth sector.

3 And whenever the planet is in the first and
second sectors it wiII be

4 increasing in the nurnber of the computation,
and in the third and fourth sectors lt will be

5 decreasing. But the condition of the noon is
opposite this in the lncrease

6 and decrease of the computation. And if the
planet is in the first or

7 fourth sector it wíll be decreased in magnitude
and light, but if it is in the second

[.] or third it rnust be increased. But as for the
increase and lessening. in light of the

9 noon, it will be according to its distance from
the sun, but in magnitude

LO it is like the other planets, but God knows
better. CHAPTER

ll ELEVEN. On the Determination of Lunar EcIipses.
(at) any true opposition

12 whlch is in the night or which falts on (either
of) the two sides of the day,

13 less than two hours and four minutes having
passed from the first of the day

t33
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I or remaining from the end of the day, and the

moonrs Iatitude being Iess than the
',' amount of the sum of [i,ar r]" the diameter of

the noon and half the diaméter of the shadow

circle,
.i a lunar eclipse is possible. Otherwiser if

the amount of the sum is half the
4 two dianeters the moon will be tangent to the

shadow circle, and a lunar eclipse
lr will not occur. And if it is greater than the

sum of half the two diameters a

(r lunar eclipse will not be possible. So if
the distance of the moon from one of the

'/ two nodes is greater than twelve degrees a

lunar eclipse
tl wilt not be possible, but if it is less than

tweLve degrees and Ithe lunar latitude at
a*conJunctlonJ more

9 than twenty-nine minutes a partial lunar eclipse
will

l0 occur, and if it is less than this a total
lunar eclipse will befall.

ll So, any tirne it become known that a lunar
eclipse is to befallr Put the

12 edge of the alidade along the first of Aries
and elevate the minutes of the moonis latitude

I 3 into degrees, and to the amount of these

Lacking in the text.
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I elevated degrees in divisions of the dianeter

on the plate make a mark.
2 And the pointer of the alidade is moved until

it reaches one of the two solstices,
3 and it is necessary that the edge of the alidade

be beside the mark.
4 And the edge of the ruler is put alongside this

mark in such fashion that
5 the lunar eclipse mark, which is on the ruler,

fall. on this mark,
6 and the other head of the ruler, which is near

the mark of
7 first totality, fall on the edge of the alidade.

Without fail, from the edge of the
8 ruler and the alidade an angle is forned. So

9 observe that between the vertex of the angle
and the center of the alidade how rnany

I0 of the divisions of the alidade there are. What-
ever it is, double it,

Il then depress it one (sexagesimal) place, i.e.,
count each degree a minute.

L2 That which results is the time of immersion.
And if the lunar

13 eclipse is total, that which was done with the
lunar eclipse mark
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I do it with the mark of (first) totality [so

_*thatl the hours of
2 totality can be ascertained. Then the time of

opposition,
3 put it in five places: from the first subtract

the time of immersion and

4 from the second the tine of totalityr and the
third, put it in

5 its (previous?) place, to the fourth add the
time of totalitYt

6 and to the fifth the time of irrunersion, so

that fron the first the
7 time of beginning of the lunar eclipse, and

from the second the beginning of totalityt
8 and from the third the rniddle of the lunar

eclipse, and from the fourth the beginning
of clearance t

9 and fron the fifth the end of clearance result.
But if the Iunar eclíPse

IO is not total the time of opposition is put
in three

Ll places. The result from the first will be the
time of the beginning of the }unar

12 eclipse, and froÍn the second the middle of the
lunar eclipse, and from the third the

1.3 end of the lunar eclipse. Then, according to
the elevate of the lunar latitudet

*MS- has L for U .
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I in divisions of the ruler, from that head which

is in the vicinitY of the mark of

2 totality, in front of the division' the digits
are sought,

3 and fron that face of the ruler the lunar

ecliPse digits are ascertainedt
4 but God knows better' CHAPïER TIIIELVE'

5 On the Determination of Solar Eclipses' If a

conjunction befalls
ó during the day or on onê of the two sides of

the night,
7 and the part of the conjunction (is) after

the head (i.e. ascending node) and before the

taif (i.e. descending node)t
B and the distance of that part from the node is

less than sixteen degrees;
9 or before the head, and after {that part from

the node (is) tess
IO than sixteen degrees; or before the head

II and afterlx the tail and the distance of the

part from the node is less than seven

L2 degreesr a solar êclipse is possible' Sot

whenever a solar
13 eclipse is possible, opposite the part of the

conjunction and the hours of the

*Pu.."g" in braces 1s repeated also in the text'
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(table of Adjusted Lunar Parallax Components)

(Restorations have been rnade by comparison with

[za], f.fO+v, and consideration of tabular differences')
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I distance from the table of the differerice of

hours (parallax), each one
',r of the hours of difference and the difference

of latitude,
:| obtain them. And the hours of difference of

distance, add (then) to the time of the conjunc-
tion

4 if the conjunction is westerly, and subtract
then fron the tine of the

ir conjunction if it is easterly, so that the
time of the middle of the solar

í, eclipse result. After that, the lunar latitude
'/ at the middle of the solar eclipse is obtained;

if (it is) northerly (tatce) the difference
li between it and between the difference, and if

it is southerly they are
(, added, so that the apparent latitude result.

(ff it is) tess than thirty-
l() three minutes a solar eclipse will occur, and

otherwise not. And when it is to be
ll eclipsed, do with the apparent latitude and

the mark of the solar eclipse
12 as had been done with the lunar latitude and

the lunar eclipse mark
13 so that the times of the beginning of the solar

eclipse and the niddle
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I .l|4v *I and the middle of the solar eclipse and

clearance become known. And the solar
eclipse digits

:' are deterrnined like the lunar eclipse digits.
And the determination of the hours of

] conjunction and opposition, let it come in
the conclusion, if God will, He is exalted!

4 CïAPTER THIRTEEN, On the Deternination of the
Mean of Transfer

', by Means of the True Longitude of the Sun at
a Given Time, and the Hours

., after the Transfer. The pointer of the alidade
is put according to the true Iongitude of the
5Un

'/ at the assumed time on the divisions of the
ring, and the edge of the ruler having been
put

lJ along the fictitious center, make it parallel
to the alidade.

(l And at the place of intersection of the edge

of the ruler with the circumference of the
plate let a

iO nark be made. Then the edge of the alidade
is put along this mark;

ll the place of the pointer of the alidade in
divisions of the ring will be the mean of

12 transfer. Then the mean is extracted on the
approaching

13 noon at the assurned timer and this meant

* Lar, is repeated from the previous page.
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I let it be subtracted from the rnean of transferl

the remainder is divided by the motion (in)
one mean hour.

.' The quotient will be the distance of the trans-
fer from the coming

I noon. CIIAPTER FOURTEEN.

,1 On the Determination of the True Altitude from
the Apparent and the Determination of the

', Apparent Altitude from the True, and the fParat-
-J(lax l

r, in the Altitude Circle. The pointer of the
alidade is placed at the first of Cancer,

/ and from the center, on the side of the first
of Cancer in the case of the moon, one division

11 and two minutes is taken of the divisions of
the alidade, and in the case of the

'1 surrr if the instrument is large, a little more

than two minutes
lo is taken. And for Venus two minutes is taken,

and near the end
ll a mark is made on the plate, and we call this

the mark of IparalIax]*.
l:' Then, on the edge of the alidade, according to

the distance of the sun
l l or of the noon from the center of the universe,

and according to half the distance of Venus

*MS. h". 1fut rurer, for P .
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from the center of the universe a mark is
made, and we call this the (parallax)
rnark of the planet. Then, if the apparent
altitude is known

and it is desired to ascertain the true longi-
tude, the pointer of the alidade is turned
frorn the first of Aries along the succession
(of the zodiacal signs) by the amount of the
apparent altitude t
and, the edge of the ruler having been put
along the parallax mark, turn it parallel to
the
alidade, and on the plate at the planetrs
mark,
a line is drawn alongside the edge of the
ruler. Then the alidade is turned
until the mark of the planet falls along this
line, and the distance of the pointer of the
alidade from the first of Aries is the true
altitude or Itrrat]x planet.
And the difference between the two altitudes
is its paral-1ax
in the clrcle of altitude. And if the true
altitude
is known and the apparent altitude is wanted,
the pointer of the alidade is turned
in the direction (of the signs) frorn the first
of Aries to the amount of the true altitude.

xFor 
2l read ,í"

t- 51
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I and at the place of the mark of the planet,

which had been made on the alidade,
2 a mark is made on the plate. Then the edge of

the ruler is placed
3 along this mark and the mark of parallax, and

the alidade is turned
4 parallel to the ruler. The distance of the

pointer of the alidade fron the first of
5 Aries is the apparent altitude of that planet,

but God knows better.
6 CHAPTER FIFTEEN. On the Determination of the

Equation of
7 Time. Those having to do with this art take

the true day (nychthemeron)
B from noon to noon so that
9 in the difference of locality there will be

no differing. So let the amount of the
I0 true day be a rotation of the celestial equa-

tor (together)
II with the rising (tine) of that (arc through)

which the sun in that day moves with respect
to the (celestial)

),2 equator. And the motion of the sun is diffe-
rent (i.e. , variable) ,

13 since sometimes it is slow-travelling and
sometimes fast-travelling,

153
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I and also the rising (times) of the divisions

of the zodiac are not equal.
2 So the amounts of the true days are different

with respect to
3 both differences, and those concerned with

computation need daYs

4 equal in amount for the knowledge of mean

motions of
5 planets, and for (problems) other than that.

So that excess ovet a revolution has been

taken equal to the
6 travel in one day of the mean sun, so that

the days of the year be

7 sufficient, and these equaL days are cal-led
B nean days. And the amounts of (each of) these

ls a rotation of the celestial
9 equator (together) with an arc equal to the

travel of the rnean sun in one daY,
tO and the difference between these days and the

true days is called the equation of
11 time. So, with regard to the determination of

the equation of
12 time, the true longitude of the sun and its

mean is obtained
13 at the assumed time. Then to the sunrs mean

three degrees
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I and fifty-seven minutes and thirty seconds

is added t
:) and the excess of the sum of this over the

(right) ascension of the sun is obtained.
:l Then, for each degree (of arc) of this excess

four minutes of the
4 minutes of hours are taken, and for each ten

mlnutes of the minutes of the excess (take)
') one minute of hours, and for each minute of

the minutes of the
i) excess four seconds are taken. The sum of

the minutes and seconds of the hours will be

the
'/ equation of time. From the true days and

hours
tJ decrease thern, the mean days will remain, but

God knows better.
9 CONCLUSION. 0n the Operation of the Plate of

Conjunctions. Each one: the daily rate,
l0 and the past distance, and the time of noon,

and the duration of
lI night, should be ascertained. Then extend

the longer ruler to the arnount of the time
of

12 noon, and the head of the night ruler, which
is

13 in the second trough, is put opposite the
duration of the day
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I on the divisions of the margin of the plate so

that the distance of the head of the day ruler
2 from the head of the night ruler is made (equal

to) the amount of the hours of the day. And

3 the next-day ruler is put according to the
hours of the night on the

4 night ruler. Then the right angle will be

opposite the hours of noon

5 of the corning day on the next-day ruler, And

that which of the
6 day ruler is opposite the night ruler let it

be disregarded. After that, the
7 edge of the turning ruler or thread is placed

according to the daily motion (g rate) in
the

8 divisions of travel, and the finger or pen-
point is placed according to the

9 past distance of the divisions of travel, and
is run along the line

tO extending from that division until (it reaches)
the edge of the ruler or thread.

1l Then descend along the line which runs from
here into the divisions of the hours and the
divisions of the

12 three-fold rulers. And note that that
13 line, except for the segment which is (to fe)

disregarded, falls along which minute
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I of which hour and which ruler.
2 This is the hour of conjunction from the

first (hour) of the day or the first (hour)
of the night

3 or of the coming day. And the place of that
Iine on the divisions of the edge

4 is the hours of the distance from the previous
noon.

5 And if the beginning of the hours of the con-
junction from the day or the night

(r or noon is known, and
7 the distance unknown, by the reverse
ll of this operation the distance

ll

may be ascertained,

but God knows better.

Finished.

l0
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